EVENT DESCRIPTION
Project Partner: ESS
Title of the event: Workshop, indoor and street lighting procurement
Date & location: 27.04.2015, Forum conference, Oskarshamn
Organiser(s): ESS
Number of Participants: 4 + ESS and lecturer
Summary:
As a follow up on the lighting event in Kalmar, March the 17th, ESS invited municipalities,
public owned companies and regional authorities to a working group meeting. The meeting
was led by Johan Röklander a light designer and expert at WSP group Sweden. During
three hours the group discussed several different aspects of lighting and procurement –
from how we perceive light and what element/factors affect the way we see light to more
technical issues/aspects. All PRIMES partners were invited. The event were a cooperation
with Streetlight EPC (IEE)
Objectives & main programme points:
The objective of the meeting was to more deeply discuss lighting and what to think about
and consider when illuminating a street/park etc. so that the purchaser/technician/
landscape architect (or whoever it is that will purchase a refurbishment or new lighting) can
develop the tender documents and the criteria’s in order to get the lighting system the they
wanted. The meeting also discussed laws and regulation as well as the impotence of the
municipality's own governing documents.

Conclusions & lessons learnt (based on stakeholder input)
There are no shortcuts to the perfect light!
- Be brave - dare to switch off the lights. Lights that are not used frequently
might not be needed at all.
- Do your analysis carefully. Define and decide what you want and what
you don’t want! Then you choose the best technology that fixes it!
- Sometime you have a strict budget – then you must find ways to get “the
best” lighting for the money.
- “Don’t bet all your money on just one horse” if you are buying 1000
luminaries, choose at least 2-3 different suppliers.

What happens
when we change
our way of
illustrating, eg
- If we lower the
height of lighting
poles along a
road we reduce
automatically the
speed in traffic.

About light…
- What is light? Light is experience! Experience of a place, a room, a
surface.
- You can’t see light/illuminating! You only see the surfaces that are “hit by the light” – a wall,

-

a street, water/fountain, snow, fog etc.
Light doesn’t make people feel safe and secure – it’s the presence of other people that
make us feel safe.

About measuring light
- To understand how and where light is measured and how these numbers can differ
depending on how the suppliers decide to present them is important to be able to compare
different luminaries. Also to understand when and why colour rendering
Eg – a good
index (CRI - an indication of the light source’s ability to make objects
CRI can reduce
appear natural) matters and when it’s not, as well as understand when and
the braking
why it is important to have an “even/constant” lighting on a surface and
distance for a
when not. Also to be able to read a Light distribution curve can be of
vehicle.
importance.
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How to read/understand the information from a supplier!
- What can lumen/watt mean? You have to find out if it is module power or system power
that’s being specified.
- The same goes for information about CRI, it is impossible to know how the light from a
specific luminaire will be experienced, you have to try it at the specific place that should be
lighted. The surface, other lighting sources etc affects how you experience the light.
The lifetime of a LED
- How to stipulate a lifetime of a luminaire? The LED diodes have a “limitless” lifetime, but the
appliances has shorter lifetime. What is important to your organisation – payback time, or a
long/guarantied lifetime?
- You have to consider the System lifetime - L) life time can be calculated as % of the light
still remaining after a certain amount of time and (B) loss % that is how many diodes have
failed during that time. Eg L70% and B10% after x years…

What do we want to control?
- When, where and why do you want to control/regulate your light or a specific luminaire and
to what costs?
- The more technique the more need for new knowledge and new kind of maintenance.
Coordination
- If possible try to have an overview of the different work that’s been planned in your
region/municipality and where street lighting refurbishment can benefit to be coordinate with
work– this saves an awful lot of money.
Laws and recommendation
- There now binding laws for municipal street lighting = we don´t have to do anything…
- SS-En 12464-1 – “Ljus och rum” and SS-EN 12464-2 – “VGU” are only recommendations.
PBL, the Planning and Building Act have some regulations but these are impossible to
measure. – BUT all these document have very good recommendations and facts that
should be used when applicability.

